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Research posi,oning and aim of the study (1/2)
The InternaAonal Integrated ReporAng Council (IIRC) claims
that Integrated ReporAng (IR) can enhance corporate
accountability (IIRC, 2013). [→ toward stakeholders
accountability?]

Yet criAcal and interpretaAve studies have challenged this
outcome (Brown and Dillard, 2014; de Villier et al., 2014; Flower, 2015;
Thomson, 2015; etc.). [→ investors accountability only?]

Insuﬃcient empirical research details how IR preparers deal
with accountability when producing IR.
To ﬁll this gap, the current study analyses the accountability
22
views expressed by preparers involved in IR construcAon.

Research posi,oning and aim of the study (2/2)
In parAcular, the study examines the discourses of IR
preparers about IR implementaAon to understand how they
come to select a corporate accountability content, through
reasoning about the subjects disclosed in the IR (i.e., what)
and the language used (i.e., how).
The study aims to detect what accountability view
(stakeholders vs investors) is predominant in the process of
IR construcAon and the role of contextual condi,ons in this
process.
The IR pioneer Assicurazioni Generali S.p.A. (hereaZer,
Generali) serves as case study.
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The case study company and its IR
Generali is the one of the world’s top ten insurance companies.
Generali embraced the IIRC project in 2011, joined the IIRC pilot program in
2012, acAvely parAcipates to two IIRC business networks (insurance and
naAonal network of Italian IR adopters), and already has published three
annual IRs (2013, 2014, and 2015).
Its IR, prepared at the group level, is incorporated in its ﬁnancial report. As
part of the ﬁnancial report, it is formally published by the Board of Directors.
The team in charge of its preparaAon forms is the “Group integrated
reporAng and CFO hub” (hereaZer, IR hub). Four persons work in the IR hub:
the head of the oﬃce, the “Head of Group Integrated ReporAng Framework,” and
two other persons (one who also is involved in CSR acAviAes).

The Group Chief Financial Oﬃcer, recently appointed General Manager,
periodically parAcipates to help deﬁne the IR content. Various oﬃces, such as
investor relaAons, sustainability, and communicaAon, provide speciﬁc
informaAon to the IR hub.
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Theore,cal frame (1/2)
The content of accountability (i.e. accounts that accountors
provides to addressees) is typically invesAgated by criAcal/
interpretaAve accounAng scholars who seek to understand
the experience and pracAcal engagement of actors involved
in accountability relaAonships (Messner, 2008).
For corporate external reporAng, this content relates to how
the message of corporate reports gets constructed and
entails reasoning about what and how.
Emerging literature that have tried to open the “black box” of
the reporAng process, urges us to assess the relaAonship
between the “text” and the “context” of corporate
communicaAon (Tregidga et al., 2012).
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Theore,cal frame (2/2)
Exploring the relaAonship between text and context can help
highlight preparers’ choices of subjects (what) and language
(how) when they produce messages.
According to the Teun van Dijk’s socio-linguisAc studies on
discourse and context (2006, 2008, 2009), texts are inﬂuenced
by how preparers deﬁne and give relevance to the context:

§ “It is not the social situa7on that inﬂuences (or is inﬂuenced by)
discourse, but the way the par7cipants deﬁne such a situa7on” (van
Djik, 2008, p. X).

OrganizaAonal context in which the reports are produced and
the (wider) reporAng context in which they are mobilised are
contexts that preparers likely consider in deciding what to
write or not, and how to write it (Tregidga et al., 2012).
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Methodology
“Data collec,on”: in-depth semi-structured interviews with
Generali actors directly or indirectly involved in the IR
implementaAon [see Tables 1 and 2], and documentaAon that
traces the company’s shiZ toward IR and its organizaAonal and
reporAng contexts.
“Data analysis”: The interview transcripts were coded to detect
the accountability discourses on the subjects (what) and the
language (how) of IR [see Examples].
In line with Van Djik’s theoreAcal interpretaAon of the
relaAonship between text and context, we next explored the
discourses in terms of how IR preparers decide subjects and
language of IR, in relaAon to their deﬁniAon of the context(s) in
which the IR is produced.
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Table 1 – Informants’ role and dura,on of the interviews.
Informant
Dura7on (minutes)
• IR Manager (Head of the “Group IR and CFO hub”)
80
• IR Manager – second interview
60
• IR Manager – third interview
70
• IR Middle-Manager (Head of the Group IR framework)
40
• IR Middle-Manager – second interview
40
• IR Staﬀ 1
75
• IR Staﬀ 2
65
• General Manager and Group CFO
90
• Foreign subsidiary CFO
50
• Investor relator
40
• Corporate Governance Manager
35
• CommunicaAon Manager
40
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Table 2 – Main topics discussed during the interviews
Mo,va,ons for IR adop,on
• How long have you been working in Generali and what is your posiAon within the
company?
• Why has Generali adopted the IR and what are the most important beneﬁts related to
such adopAon?
• What are the main challenges arising from IR adopAon?
• Who are the intended addressees of your IR? Investors? Others?
• How do you address users’ speciﬁc informaAon needs? Do you collect feedback from
them?

Actors/Oﬃces involved in IR implementa,on
• Who are the main proponents of IR adopAon within the company?
• Who are the actors/oﬃces directly involved in the preparaAon of the report?
• How do these actors/oﬃces interact with other oﬃces in order to collect informaAon?
• What is the role of governance bodies and top management in deﬁning the topics and
the language of the report?
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Table 2 – Main topics discussed during the interviews (cont’d)
Subjects and language of IR
• How are the topics of IR selected? Have these topics changes over Ame?
• Are there any topics that were excluded from or marginalized within the IR? Why?
• To what extent Generali follows the IIRC framework?
• Which are the main sources (e.g. sustainability report; governance report; internal
documentaAons, etc.) for draZing the report?
• How is the language of the report chosen?
• Have IR content elements and language changed over Ame? Why?
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Findings (1/5)
The accountability discourses:
Subjects (what)

• Value crea,on story

- Insurance business model
- Strategy

• Unintegrated sustainability

Language (how)

• Complexity (to be reduced)
• Aarac,veness (to be increased)
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Findings (2/5)
The accountability discourses and the preparers’
interpreta,on of the context
Subjects
(what)
• Value
crea,on
story

Organiza,onal context

Repor,ng context

• Shids in corporate governance with • Investors, analysts and ra,ng
the appointment of a new CEO and
agencies increasingly appreciate
new top managers.
informaAon about the value
creaAon process.
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Findings (3/5)
Organiza,onal context

Subjects
(what)
– Insurance • Need to share knowledge about the
insurance business model inside the
business
Company.
model

Repor,ng context
•
•
•

– Strategy

•

The new top management wants to
communicate the strategy and its
cascade both inside and outside the
Company.

•

Lack of knowledge about the
insurance business model outside
the Company.
The IIRC Framework requires
business model disclosure
The IIRC “Insurance network” (the
Company belongs to this network)
gives great relevance to speciﬁc
insurance sector disclosure.
Need of investors (and other
stakeholders) to know the strategy
implementa,on process, especially
aZer the governance shiZ.
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Findings (4/5)
Organiza,onal context

Subjects (what)
• Unintegrated • Incomplete integra,on
sustainability
between the IR hub and
the sustainability oﬃce.

Repor,ng context
• Environment is not considered
to be parAcularly relevant in
the insurance sector.
• Investors are interested in
sustainability only for its
impacts on ﬁnancial
performances.
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Findings (5/5)
Organiza,onal context

Language (how)
• Complexity (to • Perceived need to share
be reduced)
informa,on about the
Company’s value creaAon
process among nonaccoun,ng departments.

• Aarac,veness
(to be
increased)

Repor,ng context

• Investors’ diﬃculty to
understand the insurers’
ﬁnancial reports.
• “Storytelling” is increasingly
appreciated in various contexts.
• Users are expected to avoid
ceremonial and boring
documents like tradiAonal
ﬁnancial reports.
• Preparing corporate
• Investors are expected to pose
reports is not just a maaer
greater aaen,on to
of compliance with laws
“appealing” reports.
and regulaAons.
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Discussion (1/3)
IR implementaAon entails thorny reasoning about the content of
accountability to be provided (Abeysekera, 2013).
Some opAmism in respect of the idea that IR “is more likely to reinforce
rather than encourage cri7cal reﬂec7on on ‘business as usual’
prac7ces” (Brown and Dillard, 2014, p. 1120).
Discussions about the subjects of IR revolve around discourses of “value
creaAon story” and “unintegrated sustainability”.
Some opAmism in respect of the criAcs about the viability and
usefulness of business model disclosure in external reporAng (e.g. Page,
2014; Singleton-Green, 2014; Melloni et al., 2016).

The ﬁndings support the idea that IR has liqle to say about sustainability
(Milne and Gray, 2013, p. 14; Flower, 2015; Thomson, 2015).
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Discussion (2/3)
Discourses on the language of IR revolve around discourses of
“complexity” and “aqracAveness” of corporate reporAng.
The IR preparers’ discourses are in line with the recent “narraAve turn” in
accounAng (Beare, 2015) and the increasing adopAon of “less technical
language” within corporate reporAng (Lueg et al., 2016).
The decisions about the subjects and the language of IR reﬂect the preparers’
concurrent consideraAon of two key “contextual situaAons”: the redeﬁniAon
of the corporate governance within the organizaAonal context, and the investors’
increasing informaAon needs within the wider reporAng context.

Diﬀerent “contextual situaAons” were not believed to create
“tensions” (Higgins et al., 2014), yet IR preparers considered them as two
converging condiAons of the same “social situaAon”.
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Discussion (3/3)
Preparers consider investors the key users of IR, and perceive their
increasing informaAon needs in terms of both supplementaAon and
simpliﬁcaAon of the reporAng message.
The investors focus brings into quesAon the possibility for stakeholders
accountability (Brown and Dillard, 2014; Haller and Van Staden, 2014; Stubbs and
Higgins, 2014).

However, the content of accountability provided is more holisAc (Rodrigue,
2014) and less complex (Gray et al., 1998; Gray, 2006) than the one usually
provided to investors.
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Conclusions
The IR implementaAon entailed a thorny reasoning process about the
content of accountability to be provided, and organizaAonal and
reporAng context situaAons experienced by preparers played an
intertwined role in this process.
Although increasing consideraAon for various stakeholders’ informaAon
needs is emerging, investors are deemed the key users of IR.
This evidence suggests pessimist conclusions on the possibility that IR
may favour stakeholders accountability.
However, the percepAon of investors’ increasing informaAon needs
unveils IR potenAals as a carrier for a more holisAc and usable
accountability.
[→ toward a redeﬁni,on of investors accountability?]
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Thank you
for your kind aJen7on!
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Appendix
§ Examples of accountability discourses on subjects (what)
The IR project […] was able to give a new turn to renewed need of information
about our strategy and our business model (General Manager).
Be[ing] in tune with the strategy […] remains our principal story to be told,
otherwise it is not material to deal about sustainability. Then we have to
assure a clear connectivity of these not financial information with the other part
of our IR and with our main purpose. […] We can implement new figures in our
IR if they have an impact on strategy (IR Manager).
Sustainability has to be integrated. It’s really a great job to do […]. In Generali,
IR advancement came before a progress in sustainability themes and
procedures (Foreign subsidiary CFO).
………
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§ Examples of accountability discourses on language (how)
We printed many hundreds copies of our Financial Report to be presented
to the Annual General Assembly and we realized that—after this event—the
main part of these copies remained in our repository … [so] we became
convinced that our financial report didn’t give any representation that really could
interest its potential reader (General Manager).
We had been having the need to improve our annual Financial Report for a long
while. [We] decided to change the format, the pictures, the images we used in
the documents. We put in the Financial Report also the faces of the people of
different internal staff to make the reader understand that our Company is made
by people (IR Middle-Manager).
This work is an important part to get the target of having a readable and
interesting document and it happened that we were obliged to change our
communication provider when we realized that the main discourses we want to
provide to the reader weren’t in tune with the suggested framework of the draft
tentative document (IR Staff 1).
………
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Findings (1/4)
The accountability discourses and the preparers’
interpreta,on of the context
Subjects
(what)
• Value
crea,on
story

Organiza,onal context

Repor,ng context

• Shids in corporate governance with • Investors, analysts and ra,ng
the appointment of a new CEO and
agencies increasingly appreciate
new top managers.
informaAon about the value
creaAon process.
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Findings (2/4)
Organiza,onal context

Subjects
(what)
– Insurance • Need to share knowledge about the
insurance business model inside the
business
Company.
model

Repor,ng context
•
•
•

– Strategy

•

The new top management wants to
communicate the strategy and its
cascade both inside and outside the
Company.

•

Lack of knowledge about the
insurance business model outside
the Company.
The IIRC Framework requires
business model disclosure
The IIRC “Insurance network” (the
Company belongs to this network)
gives great relevance to speciﬁc
insurance sector disclosure.
Need of investors (and other
stakeholders) to know the strategy
implementa,on process, especially
aZer the governance shiZ.
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Findings (3/4)
Organiza,onal context

Subjects (what)
• Unintegrated • Lack of integra,on
sustainability
between the IR hub and
the sustainability oﬃce.

Repor,ng context
• Environment is not considered
to be parAcularly relevant in
the insurance sector.
• Investors are interested in
sustainability only for its
impacts on ﬁnancial
performances.
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Findings (4/4)
Organiza,onal context

Language (how)
• Complexity (to • Perceived need to share
be reduced)
informa,on about the
Company’s value creaAon
process among nonaccoun,ng departments.

• Aarac,veness
(to be
increased)

Repor,ng context

• Investors’ diﬃculty to
understand the insurers’
ﬁnancial reports.
• “Storytelling” is increasingly
appreciated in various contexts.
• Users are expected to avoid
ceremonial and boring
documents like tradiAonal
ﬁnancial reports.
• Preparing corporate
• Investors are expected to pose
reports is not just a maaer
greater aaen,on to
of compliance with laws
“appealing” reports.
and regulaAons.
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